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Plate Numbers and
Check Numbers

by ROBERT H. LLOYD

U
KITED States currency differs from many note issues
around the world by carrying on each note a small,
nearly microscopic number indicating the plate from

which it was printed. It is usually placed adjacent to a letter
that shows the position of that particular note design in the
full plate. Many foreign issues carry no such designations.
Some years ago the writer examined a sheet of 45 African
notes in the plant of Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co., New
Malden, Surrey, England. There was no visible way to deter-
mine the position of any single note in the sheet once it was
separated from the others.

Canada seems to be used to our practice also, placing the
number in the field, close to the frame design, or in a corner.
Early printers in New York or Montreal shared ideas easily.

The Treasury and the Bureau of Engraving and Printing
refer to these numbers as "check numbers". Chuck O'Don-
nell uses this terminology in his book, Standard Catalog of
Modern U.S. Paper Money.' Well and good. On postage
stamps, the term "plate number" seems to have been widely
accepted. We will not argue the point, as we can live with
check numbers just as well, especially since the letters of posi-
tion are called "check letters".

Our first notes from the Civil War period often carry a
"series" number which partly represents the rotation of the
plates assigned to each design. By 1869, the "series" was a
definite year-date for the design of the artist. Early check
numbers were large and placed near, but not too close to the
check letter, as well as in the space between some of the notes
in the sheet, often showing when not trimmed off.

Over the years, the Bureau of Engraving and Printing
has varied its policy in the use of check numbers. From 1869
into the early '80s, the plates were numbered consecutively
for each denomination. Later, the numbers were assigned to
plates progressively, regardless of the denomination. This is
illustrated by the 1880 $100 note (U.S.N.), Friedberg No.
178, shown on the cover of a recent auction catalog, with
check number 2202 showing plainly in the enlargement. Ex-
cept in the production of the old large National Bank Notes,
the Bureau has probably not made 2200 plates for "century"
notes since the beginning!

To further illustrate, as a young collector in the 1920s, I
was intrigued with the four-digit check number on an 1886 $2
Silver Certificate, Fr. # 242, Rosecrans and Hyatt.' I then
thought that they had printed a great many "deuces". Not
so! The plates were given numbers as made, with no heed be-
ing paid to the type of currency or the denomination. The
very next check number may have been given to a plate of
ONEs, or TENs. I was later to learn that the TWOs of these
years were not much more numerous than in later years, as
the serials rarely reached well into eight digits.

With the series 1891 Certificates, the check numbers
again reflect the sequence of denominational plates, as the
bills of this period show steadily mounting plate numbers by

DENOMINATION and type. Only in this century did the
TWOs gain three digits in their check numbers, while the
ONEs were being numbered in thousands.

A recent article in Paper Money by the Reverend Frank
Hutchins shows that the check number can appear beside,
below, above or remote from the check letter.' It is little things
like this that make the collecting of U.S. government notes a
very interesting field of collecting, with plenty of opportunities
for going into sidelines.

For some reason the Bureau moved the locations of the
back check numbers after 1920. Mr. Hutchins was good
enough to include this information in his report. Some of us
"Oldsters" noticed this start-over at the time, but it went
unreported as there were very few note collectors in those
days. The author still has his original memoranda on this,
compiled when he might better have concentrated on his col-
lege studies. The change affected all of the lower denomina-
tions in print, except National Bank and Federal Reserve cur-
rency. Today, our Series 1981 has again shown a "start-over"
in back check numbers, supposedly to record a shallower
engraving of the plates.

It has been known for some time that check numbers are
assigned to plates, as each is finished by the engravers,
separate numbering systems being used for currency, stamps
or other products. The plates for the postage stamps have been
faithfully reported for years in The Bureau Specialist and its
successor, The U.S. Specialist. It is also known that when new
plates appear, old plates are not necessarily cancelled. Thus, in
stamps we have some very interesting reversions in plate
numbers. Witness the interspersing of plate numbers on 1932
three-cent stamps, where there is a great mixing of numbers
between the incoming 30 Stuart Washington, the outgoing 3(r
Bicentennial and the outgoing Lincoln design.'

One of the earliest reversions in currency came in 1913
when Silver Certificate ONEs, Napier-Thompson, block D-D,
were discontinued after a short run. The previous issue of
Napier-McClung plates were then made with higher plate
numbers, as found in blocks E-E and H-H. 5

Studies of interspersed check numbers were pioneered by
Bob McCurdy in Paper Money issue No. 35. The late Mr.
Roland Carrothers gave us a very intensive study of these
numbers on Federal Reserve Notes, $1, Series 1963-A and
1963-B. 6 The writer reported in Paper Money September,
1971, page 102, the check numbers illustrated herewith on
Series 1969 and 1969-A.

The illustration shows how the numbers assigned to the
plates resulted in the outgoing series being mixed with the new-
ly designated issue. Thus, completed plates are sent to the
finishing area without check numbers, which are then assigned
without regard to the series label.

As with postage stamps, not all plates assigned numbers
are sent to press. Some plates are sparingly used (to the delight
of stamp collectors), while others see a long life, often re-
turned to late use after being laid aside for many months. In
currency, the best example of "lightly used" would be the rare
Atlanta note, Friedberg No. 1954f. Nine plates were put to
press, according to Mr. Alvin W. Hall.' Yet the entire produc-
tion was small, and these plates went to the scrap pile while still
usable, as they carried the famous clause "Redeemable in
Gold," etc.

Like those of the Treasury, some records of the Bureau
are either incomplete or slightly inaccurate. Plates listed as
"not used" have been on rare occasions represented on cur-
rency found in circulation. This is more likely to occur on
issues from 1928 to 1934.
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Many dealers and collectors attach little importance to
check numbers or check letters. However, they tell a tale, and
the discriminating note buyer will notice them. In stamps
"late" plates are often scarce, having had short runs. In cur-
rency this would not have much appeal, but the last plate, if
established, would be more difficult than No. 1, which is wide-
ly saved as it occurs on low serials when new issues appear. A
sideline, not yet explored, would be examples of the earliest
use of the eight-subject plates around 1920. Here for the first
time the check letters ran beyond A B C D to E F G H.

In National Bank currency, the first plate is often the only
plate for a small bank with a short life. In the Series of 1902 $5
from larger institutions, one can try for separate plates, or very
late plates, such as U V W X. A still later plate would be desig-
nated AA BB CC DD, while the thirteenth plate for a very
large bank would be check lettered A3 B3 C3 D 3 . A later plate
in the TENs carries letters J-K-L-D, the last letter denoting a
TWENTY, the common plate for most banks.'
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So check numbers and check letters tell a story, the study
of which will increase the knowledge and enjoyment of the
hobby.
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A TEN with the check letter "D" could be the lowest note in a
plate of four notes. Some large banks were issued sheets with four
TENs.

Notable National Bank Note Catalog
Published

STANDARD CATALOG OF NATIONAL BANK NOTES. By John
Hickman and Dean Oakes. 81/2" x 11" hardbound, 1216 pages.
$75.00 postpaid from Krause Publications, 700 E. State Street, Iola,
WI 54990.

Conceived more than three years ago, and based on the invalu-
able research effort of Louis Van Belkum, this catalog expresses two
men's strong love for paper money. In addition to presenting the
fruits of several summers spent poring over the Archives in Washing-
ton, D.C., it incorporates another facet of National Bank Note re-
search offered for the first time anywhere.

John Hickman of West Des Moines, Iowa, the country's fore-
most authority on Nationals, has accumulated photocopies of over
125,000 existing notes. He has filed these for ready access and has
established a survival rate on every bank that ever issued a note.

The basic Van Belkum manuscript has been entered into a
sophisticated computer. From this data, the exact number of notes
printed for every bank has been determined. Totals for each type of
National Bank Note have been recorded for each state as well as for
the nation. Every change of bank title has been carefully recorded
and the notes issued under each have been listed.
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